Dn. B. R. AMBEDKAR OPEN

UNMRSITY

ROADNo.46,JUBILEEHILLS,HYDERABAD_500033.T.S.
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Dear Student,

of Post Graduation
We are enclosing two assignments in each course, for ALL cowses
Please note
Diploma in Marketing Management (PGDMM) Programme (Batch: 2019-20)'
the foltowing points while answering these assignmentsl
l. Writing and submitting these given'Assignments'are compulsory for the students of
PGDMMProgramme. They have a weightage of 30% in each course'
You will not be allowed to appear
of
for the year-end examination, of any course, unless you submit the specified number
assignments in time, for that course.

2. you have to submit both the assignments compulsorily.
3.

a minimum of 40%
Each assignment carries a maximum of 15 marks and you have to score
the minimum marks
marks, i.e.,6 out of 15, to qualify in that assignment. If you fail to score
in any assignment, you have to necessarily resubmit that particular uncleared assignment
alongwith tn" NnXibatch. Repetition of the same assignment will in no case be allowed.

4.

you have to
The maximum marks for each course at the year-end examination are 70 and
score a minimum of 40Yo marks, i.e.,28 out of 70 marks'

5.

Division will be awarded on the basis of the aggregate marks obtained in assignments
as in the year-end examinations.

6.

Dates of submission for the assignments are:

All the
FIRST AND SECOND ASSIGNMENTS:

Six out of Seven (6
15.06.2020

as

well

of 7) Courses

I,"ASSIGNMENTS SUBMITTED AFTER THE DUE DATE WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED'"T'

7. If, under unavoidable circumstances, you fail to submit the assignments within the stipulated
time, your results

will be declared only after the submission

and evaluation

of all

the

assignments.

g. If any student
answer the set

g.

fails to submit all the assignments within the stipulated time, he/she has to
of assignments that are sent to the batch in currency/progress at that time.

you have to submit your assignments in the same Study Centre to which you are attached'

10. The

first page ofyour response sheet should be in the following format.
Student Admission No.

Name of the Student
Address

Mobile No.
E-mail Id.
Name of the Programme
Course Code

& Title

No.

:

Study Centre (Name & Code)

:

Assignment

Date of

Submission

Signature of the
1

:

Student

:

1. Please go through the relevant course units

thoroughly before answering your assignments'

model, you have to answer
12. In case the assignment is in figurative/problem and solution
wherever necessafy'
the required/pertinent format. iou should give working notes also

it in

13.

you have
Before submitting the assignments, check them carefully to make sure that
attempted all the main points of all the questions'

14.

margin on the
You are required to use only foolscap paper for your responses. Allow some
left, in ordei to facilitate the evaluator to record his comments.

15. You have to answer the assignments in your own words'
16.

Do not copy from the response sheets of other students.
assignments of all such students

will

If

copying

is

noticed, the

be rejected'

17. Start each assignment on separate sheets of paper'

you can consult your Counsellors/Teachers at the Study Centres and get clarifications of
your subject related doubts, if any, while answering the assignments.
will
lg.Theassignments should be neatly hand wfitten. Typed or Computerized assignments
l g.

not be accePted
centre and
20. you have to prepare your responses in duplicate, submit the original at your study
retain the second copy with yourself as a record'
21.

you can collect back the evaluated assignments from your study centre, if you want, by
following due procedure for the same as per the University rules.

only to
22.Incase you request for a change of study centre, you should submit your assignments
study
of
the original study centre untilihe University gives effect to such request for change
centre.

23. Further correspondence should be made to the following address:
The Director (SSB)
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar OPen UniversitY
Prof. G. Ram ReddY Marg,
Road No.46, Jubilee Hills,
Hvderabad - 500 033. (T.S.) India'

All the Best!

Er,qD
Drp,tnrunNr

-*

Dn. B. R. AMBEDKAR OPEN

UNMRSITY

FACULTY OF COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Post Graduation Diploma in Marketing Management Programme
PGDMM - 1: ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT PROCESS
(Ba,rcu: 2019-20)
(MARKS:15)

ASSIGNMENT _ I
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS

ALL QUESTIONS CARRY EQUAL MARKS

l.

Z.

and
The contemporary managerial roles have widened, became more complicated, active
up to the
creative. Managers, who ire to administrate enterprises in a pertinent way, must be
Elucidate
play
many
'stages'.
on
and
professional standards, fulfill more and more functions
validity of the above statements in the present day context'
a. What is meant by MBO? Explain its need and the process involved in it.
b. ,,MBO is a base to bring organizational changes effectively." - Offer your comments in

brief.
and rewards 'risk-taking'.
you agree the statement? Substantiate your view about the same.
befine organizational conflict. Explain the various modes of conflict management.

3. a. A strong organizational culture is one that encourages
b.

-

Do

(Mlnxs:15)

ASSIGNMENT _ II
ANSER ALL QUESTIONS

ALL QUESTIONS CARRY EQUAL MARKS
I

.

2.

Discuss briefly the various issues involved in structuring an organization of your choice.
'effective managerial
Explain the Meaning, Purpose, Importance and Process

of

communication'.

3.

Analyze the case given below and answer the questions following it.

SUNDER'S DILEMMA
Sunder is the Sales Manager of a reputed firm. He has 30 employees in his team' All the
employees are paid commission on the basis of sales in their territories. For the past three
y.urr, ih" *urt it for the firm's goods has been steadily growing and the majority of Sunder's
Raj,
staff has met this growth with increased sales. However, one employee in specific, Prem
has not kept up with the Pace.

prem Raj has been with this firm for over 20 years and is now 55 years old. Prem Raj is a
a
friendly man and is liked by his peers and those to whom he sells the firm's production on
Through the
regulai basis. The firm has always considered Prem Raj dependable and Loyal.
he has gone
56,
yJars prem Raj has been considered as an asset to the firm. But at the age of
into state of semi-retirement. Prem Raj's sales have not increased as the other employees
increase
have in the organization, and he does not have determination to achieve a significant
in sales. Sunder wishes to change this situation. He wants to motivate Prem Raj to increase

this Prem Raj must begin to
his sales to match the sales of his younger peers. To accomplish
to go about trying to motivate
do more than put in his time, but iunder is not sure as to how
an old man, who within five
is
Raj
him. Unlike, the majority of the new employees, Prem
years will retire. If you were Sunder, what would you do?
Questions:
i.

ii.

iii.
iv.
v.

vl.

Would you threaten to fire Prem Raj?
Does your solution involve the feeling of others in your staffl
Would you increase Prem Raj's commission?
Would you offer to increase Prem Raj's retirement benefit rather?
or a new car
Would you offer Prem Raj higher status in the way of a new designation
from the firm?
Raj? Give any other
Is there some way in terms of appraisal and reward to motivate Prem
motivational measure you would feel appropriate'
{<*!f

DR. B. R. AMBEDKAR OPEN UNIVERSITY
FACULTY OF COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Post Graduation Diploma in Marketing Management Programme
PGDMM _ 2: QUANTITATIVE METHODS

(BlrcH:

2019-20)

ASSIGNMENT _

(Mlnxs:15)

I

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
ALL QUESTIONS CARRY EQUAL MARKS

1. a.

b.

"statistics is the science of averages." - Comment.
A car was purchased for Rs. 4,00,000/-. Depreciation is charged @ 6% p.a. for the first 4
years and l2o/o p.a. for the next 4 years.

2. a. Find the derivative of r/1+x+O; from first principles.
b. Differentiate w.r.t.'.tr':

13+3:,;:-4
t.T

3. a.

b.

Calculate Mode from the following data:
Daily Lottery Winning r00 200 300 400 500
40
60 240 460 670
No. of Winners

600

700

800

900

860

960

990

1000

An Arts College has to select a Head Examiner from a select list of 75 persons, 45 of
them are men and rest women, andl5 of them know 'sanskrit' and the rest of do not. Out
of them, 25 persons are teachers and the remaining 50 persons are not. What is the
probability of the college selecting a Sanskrit-knowing Women Teacher?
(MARKS:15)
ASSIGNMENT _ II
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
ALL QUESTIONS CARRY EQUAL MARKS

l.

Three training methods were compared to see whether they lead to higher effectiveness post
training. The effectiveness data for the six trainees is quantified and given below:

Method

A
B
C

Effectiveness Measured
56
70
52

5l

61

54
48

58

50
62

64
50

60

54

5l

63

48

55

Do these methods differ in terms of effectiveness? Test and Comment on their
effectiveness, taking 5% (a) level of significance.
2.

In a bakery, the average number of burgers sold is 20 per day. Due to starting a new college
in the vicinity, the sales increased during first27 days and these we found to be:

22
24

22

23

26

22
22

24

20

l9

l8 2t

l7

r9

21

24
22
22

24

25

22
22

23

25
24

23

2l

Discuss that the sales of burgers have increased.

3.

From the data given below, find:
i. the Karl Pearson's coefficient of correlation between the marks in Financial Management
(FM) and Quantitative Methods (QM),
ii. the two regression equations,
iii. the covariance between the two subjects, and
lv. the most likely marks in QM when marks in FM are 42.

Marks in FM (X)
Marks in QM (Y)

24

27

34

3l

30

35

28

37

34

33

42

45

48

40

35

3l

30

29

33

40

* rl.

,t

DN. B. R. AMBEDKAR OPEN UNIVERSITY
FACULTY OF COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Post Graduation Diploma in Marketing Management Programme
PGDMM - 3: MARKETING MANAGEMENT

(Blrcu:2019-20)

ASSIGNMENT

1.

J.

2.

(MARKS:15)

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
ALL QUESTIONS CARRY EQUAL MARKS
,,The Marketing activities have to change in consonance with environment to be continuously
effective." Elucidate the statement with few latest examples'
What is product positioning? Explain the various positioning strategies and the steps
involved in product positioning
a. Enumerate the various buying decision behaviours'
b. Explain the steps involved in buying decision process'

ASSIGNMENT

l.

-I

a.
b.

-I

(MARKS: 15)

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
ALL QUESTIONS CARRY EQUAL MARKS
What is branding? Explain the various branding strategies available to management.
What is packingl Explain its importance and the attributes of good packing.

Define ,pricing'. Explain its importance. Explain briefly the factors affecting pricing
decision.

J.

Analyze the case given below and answer the questions following it.

M/S. ALOKYA BISCUITS COMPANY
M/s. Alokya Biscuits, Bengaluru, are in the field for little over six years. During this
time, they have consistently increased their sales. This was possible mainly due to good
quality oi biscuits, a good distribution network and promotion policy. The company has
rno*n innovative abiliiy by bringing out variety of biscuits to cater to vario0us tastes in the
consumer market.

A study made on the biscuit industry by the Indian Biscuit Manufacturers' Association
highlighted that, out of the total consumption of biscuits, almost 2loh are consumed by
cnllarin below the age of I l. The management of company decided to develop special
biscuits to cater to this market segment. After working out different possibilities, it was
finally decided that biscuits made in different animal shapes would be introduced which
would certainly appeal to the younger generation. As such, samples were prepared. The

company carried out a small exercise in test marketing the biscuits in their home town. A
sample size of 200 was selected forthis purpose. Majority of the sample consumers showed
their interest and informed that the children have liked the products.
With a lot of publicity, the company introduced this new range of biscuits in all the four
metropolitan cities and its home town. The results for first six months were encouraging. The

month the total
results from the seventh month, the sales started declining. In the twelfth
peak
reached' The
the
sales of this type of biscuits were reported only at 25 per cent of
the
quality was maintained. The price right from the beginning was l0 per cent higher than
other types of same weight.
Questions:

i.

ii.

What caused the downward trend of sales for animals shaped biscuits?
level?
What remedial actions would you suggest to maintain the sales at a particular
r! *

,1.

DR. B. R. AMBEDKAR OPEN UNIVERSITY
FACULTY OF COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Post Graduation Diploma in Marketing Management Programme
PGDMM _ 4: CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR AND MARKETING RESEARCH

(Blrcu:2019-20)

ASSIGNMENT

-I

(MARKS:15)

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
ALL QUESTIONS CARRY EQUAL MARKS

l. Bring out the differences between individual consumer buying behavior and organizational
buyiig behavior. Also discuss the various influences on both individual and organization
buyings.
2.

J.

Define and compare and contrast between:
l. Consumer Attitude and Alternative Evaluation.
ii. Consumer Behaviour and Life Style.

Give any five well-known products or services or their types, for which knowledge of
demographics would be more needed than knowledge of psychographics. Also specify to
what typis of products or services would psychographics be more relevant and why?
ASSIGNMENT _ II

(Mlnxs:15)

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS

l.

a.

ALL QUESTIONS CARRY EQUAL MARKS
Explain the two-step flow of communication and also indicate how and why it

has been

modified.
b. What are the major weaknesses of marketing research and suggest any pertinent ways to
overcome them, which you may deem fit.
Write the meaning and importance of research design. Explain briefly the four types of
research design, namely - the explanatory, the descriptive, quasi-experimental and the
experimental designs.
a

J.

Analyse the case and answer the questions following it:

M/s. Vaishnavi Manufacturing Company made and sold silver articles from 1901. Silver
business has been aristocratic. It emphasized design, craftsmanship and aimed its products at
the Wealth Patrons of exclusive stores. In 1995, it acquired another Company named
Lakshmi Silver Company. Mr. Narayana Murthy, the self-made entrepreneur of Lakshmi
Silver Company became the chairman of Vaishnavi Manufacturing Company' Vaishnavi's
strong financial position allowed Mr.Narayna Murthy to borrow for the acquisitions that have
changed it from merely a silver manufacturer to a giftware concern selling china, crystal,
cutlery and silk flowers. With diversification came the spectacular growth. The Sales in 2001
were around Rs.200 Crores compared to Rs.68 Crores in 1998. The Sales tumover by 2002

Narayna Murthy firmly believed that
was expected to rise at the rate of Twenty Percent. Mr.

wives' with this in mind' he
middle class house wives want to live like rich, well-to-do
public. As the prices of silver rose the
began mass merchandising of Silver to the general
a privileged group whose members
competitors found themselves selling luxury products to
Manufacturing Company with its
were thinning at an alarming rate. Meanwhile, Vaishnavi
in road into mass markets' Today'
inexpensive and attractive silverware was making steady
for leadership in silver
Vaishnavi Manufacturing Company is the acknowledge company
plated dishes - known as hollow-ware'
sales. It has nearmonopoly in the market for silver
population was the key to
Selling of silver plated flatware at affordable prices to general
products are shoddy
Vaishnavi's success. The Competitors constantly claim that Vaishnavi's
polishing and welding crude' The
- that plating on the hollow - ware is thin, and the
and were and tear'
competitive products were believed to stand up 100 years of Polishing
in 100 years life. If
However, the general public desiring to enjoy silverware is not interested
So the sales of Vaishnavi
they can afford it and use t for a few years that is allthey cared for.
products' Its
went on growing. Vasihnavi used a policy of deep discounts on its sliver
designs. The Recent
advertisement emphasized intricate workmanship and long history of
discount
promotional campaigns of the company offered silver products at a 60oh suggested
rest
of the
with a free microwave oven with a purchase of an entire set of silver ware. The
industry decried the practice but grudgingly followed Vaishnavi's footsteps'
Questions:

i.

Vaishnavi
What factors of Consumer Behaviour were taken into consideration by M/s.

ii.

Manufacturin g ComPanY? Discuss.
What is your Opinion and evaluation of Vaishnavi's Marketing Strategy?

*:k*

Dn. B. R. AMBEDKAR OPEN

UNMRSITY

FACULTY OF COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Post Graduation Diptoma in Marketing Management Programme
PGDMM-05:SALESANDDISTRIBUTIONMANAGEMENT

(Blrcu:

2019-20)

ASSIGNMENT_I

I

.

Z.

(MARKS:15)

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
ALL QUESTIONS CARRY EQUAL MARKS
a. What is Sales Management? Explain the processes involved in designing of sales strategy'
b. Define .personal Seiling'. Explain the various steps involved in Sales Process.
in a field
What is meant by,Field Sales Organisation'? Explain the various specializations
to
is
expected
executive
sales organisation. Discuss as to what type of responsibility a sales
undertake in an organisation.

3. a. Explain briefly the factors influencing design of sales force compensation schemes?
b. Write any ten unconventional factorslhat make a special mark on sales force motivation
ASSIGNMENT _

II

(MINTS:

15)

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
ALL QUESTIONS CARRY EQUAL MARKS

l. a. Discuss briefly the techniques in sales forecasting and the practices

relating

to

sales

quotas.

b.
2.
3.

Write a brief note on 'Temitory Management''
Explain the concept and elements of physical distribution. Discuss in briel the customer
service implication of physical distribution of any company of your choice'
Write briefly about the various channels of distribution and also write about the role and
functions of the wholesalers and retailers as intermediaries in the exchange/distribution
process.

**,t

DR. B. R. AMBEDKAR OPEN UNIVERSITY
FACULTY OF COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Post Graduation Diploma in Marketing Management Programme
PGDMM - 6: PRODUCT AND ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT
(B.r.rcu: 2019-20)

ASSIGNMENT-I

(Me'nxs:15)

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
ALL QUESTIONS CARRY EQUAL MARKS

l. a. Explain the meaning need and process of Product Management
b. Explain

System.

briefly the meaning, constituents and process of product planning system.

2. Compare and Contrast:
a.'Adoption' and'Diffusion';

b.

'Diffusion in the consumer field' and 'Diffusion in the industrial field'.

3. Bring out the rationale behind

the test-marketing. Discuss briefly the major test-marketing

strategies and the process ofnew product launch.

ASSIGNMENT

- II

(Mlnxs:

15)

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
ALL QUESTIONS CARRY EQUAL MARKS
1

. a. Discuss the role of packaging in today's competitive

marketing environment.

b. Explain the prominence and rationale of branding in present day marketing.
2. a. Discuss the rationale, inputs and process for the promotional media selection in India.
b. Describe the concept, role and process of marketing communication.
3. Analyse the case-let given below:
Shri Manikdas is a famous Paanwala in Kali Temple Area in Kolkata. He has been
keeping a close relationship with his customers and has developed the practice of offering
specific Paan to the customer, according to their specific requirement and preferences.

As he is running his Paan shop in a city like Kolkata, he has a profound sense of
modernity. This is reflected in the display of his Paan-shop, his promotion methods, ultra
cleanliness, packing of Paan, etc.

Now, he is thinking of creating a unique website of his businesses on internet. His
marketing ideas are always creative and innovative as his profile is far different from other
Paanwalas elsewhere. He is fond of reading English Books. He had completed his M.A.
(English) twenty one years ago. Besides, it is his practice to discuss and confirm his
marketing ideas with a professional consultant, also his client.
Shri Manikdas would like to get your suggestions on using website for marketing. Offer
your suggestions to Manikdas about display of information and how he can use internet as
business opportunity.

@

DR. B. R. AMBEDKAR OPEN UNIVERSITY
FACULTY OF COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Post Graduation Diploma in Marketing Management Programme
PGDMM - 7: INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
(Bercu:2019-20)

ASSIGNMENT_I

(MINTS:15)

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
ALL QUESTIONS CARRY EQUAL MARKS

l.
2.

What is the meaning and nature of International Marketing? Also compare and contrast:
'Global Marketing' and'Domestic Marketing'.
How do the following affect international marketing decisions? Explain.

3.

i. GATT,
ii. Political Analysis, and
i i i. lnternational Law.
Name and write about the important 'Principal' and 'Auxiliary'documents used in export
transactions. Also discuss in brief the role of banks in export transactions.

- II

(Mlnrs:

15)

Mr. Bhadur Shah is a famous 'Pagriwala' (Traditional Hindu Turban Binder

and

ASSIGNMENT

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
ALL QUESTIONS CARRY EQUAL MARKS

l.

Write short notes on the following:
a. International Advertising Strategy, and b. International Product Life Cycle.

2.
3.

Describe briefly the scope and techniques of international marketing research.
Analyse the below given case-let and do the required there in.

Merchant) in Golconda Fort Area of Hyderabad. He has been keeping a close - relationship
with his customers and has developed the practice of offering specific turbans/pagris to the
customers, according to their specific religious customs, practices and preferences.

Many of his customers were NRI's in U.K., U.S.A., Australia, Canada, and such other
countries. In their feedback they had said that they would like to have his turbans available in
their respective countries.

Mr. Bhadur Shah is faced with a catch-22 situation. The Export of turbans is lucrative
business but not as lucrative that warrants setting up of turbans' shops in individual
countries. Fear of loss of quality cloth and binding techniques meant that franchising as a
mode of entry was ruled out.

Mr. Bhadur Shah hit on a very bright idea. His wish was to create a website of his on the
internet. He wants to discuss and confirm his marketing ideas with a professional consultant.
You are selected as his professional consultant and asked to do the following:

i. Give a brief plan for Mr. Bhadur Shah about how he can use internet as business
opportunity.

ii. Do you foresee any distribution and logistics problems? If so, what solutions do you

lli.

offer to solve these problems?
Explain very clearly the merits and demerits of usingthe 'internet' as a medium to reach
overseas customer?
**,t

